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Born as scions of celestial spirits, aasimar stand as proof that the mortal world is infused with touches of the divine. From relentless
adversaries of evil to eccentric benefactors of justice, aasimars have developed many traits and techniques unique to the heirs of the
upper planes. Using these abilities, aasimars strike out to make a place for themselves in the world, and now you can join their ranks!
Filled with variant racial abilities, including aasimar bloodlines, new class features, feats and character traits, Aasimar: Heirs of Glory is an
advanced guide to playing an aasimar. Using these tools, players and GMs can create an endless number of unique, memorable aasimar
characters.
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Layout: Creighton Broadhurst
Interior Artists: J.S. Diamond, Larry Elmore, William McAusland,
Bradley K. McDevitt and Dave Peterson. Some images
copyright Erisian Entertainment, used with permission. Some
artwork copyright William McAusland, used with permission.
Thank you for purchasing Aasimar: Heirs of Glory; we hope you
enjoy it and that you check out our other fine print and PDF
products.

CONTACT US
Email us at gatekeeper@ragingswan.com.

We like to think Aasimar: Heirs of Glory is completely error free,
but we are realists. So in that spirit, we shall post errata three
months after release on ragingswan.com. We aren’t going to be
correcting typos and spelling errors, but we will correct any
game mechanic or balance issues that come to light.

ABOUT THE DESIGNER
Landon is a writer and game designer with a penchant for detail
and a devotion to the creative process. He enjoys crafting new
worlds and balancing new game details within the framework of
the d20 system and the spirit of the OGL. For over a decade, he
has been crafting his own world, and plans to eventually publish
the work as a campaign resource when it finishes playtesting.
While gaming and writing are two of Landon’s favourite
activities, they are very difficult to make a living at, and currently
hold the status of “hobbies that he can hopefully afford to
pursue full time some day.” In the mean time, he is working
towards a PhD in physics and supporting himself and his family
as a research assistant. Landon lives in North Carolina with his
beautiful and wonderfully supportive wife, two dice loving
daughters, and tailless cat. When not doting on the wonderful
girls in his life, working in the lab, writing, or gaming, Landon
also enjoys eating, breathing, and (time permitting) sleeping.
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Pathfinder is a registered trademark of Paizo Publishing, LLC, and the Pathfinder Roleplaying Game and the Pathfinder Roleplaying
Game Compatibility Logo are trademarks of Paizo Publishing, LLC, and are used under the Pathfinder Roleplaying Game
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Order of the Beacon: A new order for aasimar cavaliers.
Couatl Subdomain: A cleric subdomain of the Community
domain.
Elysian Subdomain: A cleric subdomain of the Strength domain.
Jyoti Subdomain: A cleric subdomain of the Healing domain.
Triton Subdomain: A cleric subdomain of the Water domain.
Fist of Heaven: A new archetype for lawful good aasimar monks.
Caccisian Bonded Paladin: The aasimar paladin forges a divine
bond with a cassisian angel.
Lantern Bonded Paladin: The aasimar paladin forges a divine
bond with a lantern archon.

NEW FEATS
Appear Human: The aasimar appears human.
Celestial Aura: The aasimar knows when someone is trying to
detect its alignment.
Celestial Companion: The animal companion gains the celestial
creature template.
Emergent Magic: The aasimar gains access to an extra spell like
ability.
Energy Focus: The aasimar’s channel energy is more potent.
Extra Magic: The aasimar gains an extra use of one spell like
ability.
Innate Talent: The aasimar gains an extra racial trait.

NEW CHARACTER TRAITS
PAGE

Mrakas Ryle
CG male aasimar (elysian blooded) cavalier 1
Quylest Mahran
N male aasimar (jyoti blooded) rogue 1
Raehahn Sunovere
CG female aasimar oracle (life) 1
Lekka
NG female aasimar (agathion blooded) druid 5
Xakran Kestu
LG male aasimar (couatl blooded) cleric 8
Azara Zhan
CG female aasimar (azeta blooded) bard 10
Adela Chandrie
LG female aasimar (angel blooded) paladin 15

ALTERNATE CLASS FEATURES
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Celestial Bloodline: The aasimar manifest a specific celestial
bloodline.
Choir Member: The aasimar gains Perform (sing) as a class skill
and a trait bonus to Knowledge (history), Knowledge
(planes), Knowledge (religion) and Perform (sing).
Confident Healer: The aasimar magical healing is more potent.
Halo Control: The aasimar can control the illumination from his
halo.
Inherent Resistance: The aasimar is more resistant to some
forms of energy.
Merciful Blows: The aasimar deals extra nonlethal damage on a
critical hit.
Winning Personality: The aasimar has excellent leadership and
diplomatic skills.
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T ITLE
Born as scions of celestial spirits, aasimar stand as proof that the mortal world is infused with touches of the divine.
From relentless adversaries of evil to eccentric benefactors of justice, aasimars have developed many traits and
techniques unique to the heirs of the upper planes. Using these abilities, aasimars strike out to make a place for
themselves in the world, and now you can join their ranks! Filled with variant racial abilities, including aasimar
bloodlines, new class features, feats and character traits, Aasimar: Heirs of Glory is an advanced guide to playing an
aasimar. Using these tools, players and GMs can create an endless number of unique, memorable aasimar
characters.

Visit us at ragingswan.com to learn more.

